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«The architecture is a thing of art, a phenomenon of emo-
tions, that stays out and further away of the constructive 

questions»

Le Corbusier
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Wellcome

   Thanks for downloading this catalog, here you will discover
the services and model types, in addition to some constructive
processes.

   As modelmaker, it is an exciting challenge to perfect every
model to achieve that it is believable and realistic. Combining
the edition and impression of digital image and 3D models,
with traditional skills of modelmaking, you can recreate any
project with flexibility, materializing any idea that we could
imagine.

   It has at your disposal many types of models and you can
mix toguether: realistic, volumetric, interactive, illuminated,
accessible, tactile, of bronze, striped, with audio-visual, music
and sound, augmented reality, movement, etc. Also you can
choose furniture and urns, restoration and maintenance, ma-
nual and 3D modeling, 3D printing, molded, reproductions, re-
plicas and custom objects.

   I am sure that your project will be a success go where it
goes. But especially I hope that you should enjoy much with
this creations.

Enrique Sanz
Modelmaker



Museums and exhibitions Architecture

Archaeology Engineering

Real state marketing Typhlological

Interactive and removable Industrial and topographic1
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Diorames and scenographies Outdoor tactile

Educational and sectioned

IlluminatedReplicas and prototipes

Maintenance and restoration

Modeling and 3D printing Manual modeling
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1. Infographic design to preview the client’s ideas, specifying ar-
chaeological aspects, lighting, scale and measurements.

2. Design of a master plan that digitally recomposes all of cartogra-
phic, photographic, historical and pictorial data available until 2007,
to recreate a bygone era.

3. Construction of the model in four independent modules and with
removable buildings, to insert it into the glass pit and be able to up-
date it if progress is made in archaeological research.

Construction process of the archaeological model of Alzira 

Virtual design previous to the project (computer graphics)
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Master plan with signaling of the preserved and missing monuments

Definitive installation in the Museo Municipal de Alzira (MUMA)
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maquetasarsanz@gmail.com

Carcaixent (Valencia, España)

+34 639924058

Maquetas Arsanz

Facebook: maquetasarsanz

Instagram: maquetas_arsanz

Pinterest: maquetas_arsanz

www.maquetasarsanz.com
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